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Lie commutators in a free diassociative algebra
A.S. Dzhumadil’daev, N.A. Ismailov, A.T. Orazgaliyev
Abstract. We give a criterion for Leibniz elements in a free diassociative
algebra. In the diassociative case one can consider two versions of Lie
commutators. We give criterions for elements of diassociative algebras to be
Lie under these commutators. One of them corresponds to Leibniz elements.
It generalizes the Dynkin-Specht-Wever criterion for Lie elements in a free
associative algebra.
1 Introduction
Let A be an associative algebra and A(−) be its minus algebra under Lie bracket
[a, b] = ab − ba for any a, b ∈ A. Then A(−) is a Lie algebra. There are two
well-known criterions, Dynkin-Specht-Wever and Friedrich criterions, which allow
to determine Lie elements in a free associative algebra [4].
A diassociative algebra is a vector space with two bilinear associative operations
a (left product) and ` (right product) satisfying the following identities
a a (b a c) = a a (b ` c) (1)
(a ` b) a c = a ` (b a c) (2)
(a a b) ` c = (a ` b) ` c (3)
Diassociative algebras were introduced by Loday in papers [6] and [8]. An algebra
is called (right) Leibniz if it satisfies Leibniz identity
[[a, b], c] = [[a, c], b] + [a, [b, c]] .
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Leibniz algebras first appeared in [1] and independently later in [5]. There are two
versions of Lie brackets for diassociative algebras.
[a, b] := a a b− b ` a (Leibniz bracket or dicommutator),
a  b := a a b− a ` b .
It is well-known that any diassociative algebra under Leibniz bracket becomes a
Leibniz algebra. Leibniz algebras are noncommutative generalization of Lie alge-
bras. In [7] Loday and Pirashvili gave generalization of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt
(PBW) theorem for Leibniz algebras. From their theorem follows that any iden-
tity satisfied by Leibniz brackets in every diassocaitve algebra is a consequence of
Leibniz identity. Some analogues of important theorems in Lie algebras, as Engel’s
Theorem, Levi’s Theorem, are valid for Leibniz algebras, see a survey [3]. In our
paper we prove analogue of Dynkin-Specht-Wever criterion for Leibniz algebras.
We give a criterion that determines whether an element in DiAs(X) lies in
the subalgebra generated by X and the bilinear operation . In [2] Bremner and
Dotsenko proved that any diassociative algebra under the product a  b satisfies
the following two identities
(a  (b  c))  d = a  ((b  c)  d), (4)
(a  b)  (c  d) = 0. (5)
Furthermore, they showed that every identity satisfied by the product a  b in
diassociative algebra follows from (4) and (5). This result can be also obtained by
our criterion.
All algebras are considered over a field of characteristic zero.
2 Statement of the result
Let X be a set and DiAs(X) be a free diassociative algebra on a set X. Let
a1, . . . , an ∈ X and a = a1 . . . an be a monomial in DiAs(X) with some placement
of parantheses and choice of operations. The center of a, denoted c(x), is defined
inductively as follows. If a ∈ X, then c(a) = a, otherwise c(b1 a b2) = c(b1) and
c(b1 ` b2) = c(b2).
Lemma 1. ([8]) If a = a1 . . . an and c(a) = ai then
a = (a1 ` · · · ` ai−1) ` ai a (ai+1 a · · · a an).
We write a1 · · · ai−1âiai+1 · · · an as a normal form of a.
Lemma 2. ([8]) The set of monomials a1 · · · ai−1âiai+1 · · · an with 1 ≤ i ≤ n for
a1, . . . , an ∈ X forms a basis of DiAs(X).
In order to formulate the Leibniz criterion, we introduce so-called Dynkin
map D on DiAs(X). The map D : DiAs(X) → DiAs(X) is the linear map, de-
fined on the base elements as follows
â1a2 . . . an 7→ [[· · · [a1, a2] · · · ], an]
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and
a1a2 · · · ai−1âiai+1 · · · an 7→ −[[· · · [[ai, [[· · · [a1, a2] · · · ], ai−1]], ai+1] · · · ], an]
if i > 1.
An element of DiAs(X) is called Leibniz element (or Lie di-element) of DiAs(X)
if it can be expressed by elements of X in terms of Leibniz brackets. The main
result of our paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let f be an element of DiAs(X) of degree n. Then f is a Leibniz
element of DiAs(X) if and only if D(f) = nf .
For example, if
f = â1a2a3 + a1â2a3 − a1a3â2 − a2â1a3 − â2a3a1 − a3â1a2 + a3a2â1 + a3â2a1 ,
then we have
D(f) = [[a1, a2], a3]− [[a2, a1], a3] + [a2, [a1, a3]] + [[a1, a2], a3]
− [[a2, a3], a1] + [[a1, a3], a2]− [a1, [a3, a2]]− [[a2, a3], a1]
(by Leibniz identity)
= 3([[a1, a2], a3]− [[a2, a3], a1]) .
Then we check and obtain f = D(f)/3. Hence f is a Leibniz element. However,
by Theorem 1, g = â1a2a3 − â1a3a2 − a2â1a3 + a3a2â1 is not a Leibniz element,
because
D(g) = [[a1, a2], a3]− [[a1, a3], a2] + [[a1, a2], a3]− [a1, [a3, a2]]
(by Leibniz identity)
= 3[[a1, a2], a3]− 2[[a1, a3], a2]
= 3â1a2a3 − 2â1a3a2 − a2â1a3 − 2a2a3â1 − a3â1a2 + 3a3a2â1
6= 3g .
Remark 1. We note that if ab = a a b = a ` b and consider skew-symmetric
Leibniz bracket, then we obtain well-known Dynkin-Specht-Wever criterion from
Theorem 1.
Let D()(X) be a subalgebra of DiAs(X) under the product  generated by set
X. Below we give criterion for elements of DiAs(X) to be in subalgebra D()(X).
Theorem 2. Let f ∈ DiAs(X) of the form f =
∑n
i=1 λia1 · · · âi · · · an. Then f ∈
D()(X) if and only if
∑n
i=1 λi = 0.
Remark 2. Define sum of operations in DiAs(X) as follows
a  b = a a b+ a ` b .
In [2] the identities satisfied by a  b in every diassociative algebra were studied.
Additionally, it was proved that any element in DiAs(X) of degree more than three
can be written by elements of X in terms of diamond product a  b.
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3 Proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 3. Let a ∈ DiAs(X) and b = b1 . . . b̂j . . . bl. Then
D(a a b) = [[· · · [D(a), b1] · · · ], bl] .
Proof. SinceD is linear, it is sufficient to prove the statement for a = a1 . . . âi . . . ak.
D(a a b) = D((a1 . . . âi . . . ak) a (b1 . . . b̂j . . . bl))
= D(a1 . . . âi . . . akb1 . . . bl)
= −[[· · · [[[· · · [[ai, [[· · · [a1, a2] · · · ], ai−1]], ai+1] . . . ], ak], b1] · · · ], bl]
= [[· · · [D(a), b1] · · · ], bl] . 
Lemma 4. Let a = a1 . . . âi . . . ak and b be a Leibniz element of DiAs(X). Then
D(a ` b) = −[b, [[· · · [a1, a2] . . . ], ak]] .
Proof. Denote by θ(a) element [[· · · [a1, a2], · · · ], ak]. Assume that
b = [[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl] .
We prove the statement by induction on l. If b = b1, then
D(a ` b1) = D((a1 . . . âi . . . ak) ` b1)
= D(a1 . . . ak b̂1) = −[b1, [[· · · [a1, a2] . . . ], ak]] .
Assume that our statement is true for brackets with less than l > elements.
D(a ` [[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl]) = D(a ` ([[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1] a bl))
−D(a ` (bl ` [[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1]))
(by identity (2))
= D((a ` [[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1]) a bl)
−D(a ` (bl ` [[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1]))
(by Lemma 3)
= [D(a ` [[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1]), bl]
−D(a ` (bl ` [[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1]))
(by induction assumption)
= −[[[[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1], θ(a)], bl]
+ [[[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1], [θ(a), bl]]
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(by Leibniz identity)
= −[[[[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1], θ(a)], bl]
+ [[[[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl−1], θ(a)], bl]
− [[[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl], θ(a)]
= −[[[· · · [b1, b2] · · · ], bl], θ(a)] . 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that f = [[· · · [a1, a2] · · · ], an]. We prove the state-
ment by induction on degree n. If n = 2, then
D([a1, a2]) = D(a1 a a2)−D(a2 ` a1) = 2[a1, a2] .
Assume that our statement is true for brackets with less than n > 2 elements.
D([[· · · [a1, a2], · · · ], an]) = D([[· · · [a1, a2], · · · ], an−1] a an)
−D(an ` [[· · · [a1, a2], · · · ], an−1])
(by Lemmas 3 and 4)
= [D([[· · · [a1, a2], · · · ], an−1]), an] + [[· · · [a1, a2], · · · ], an]
(by induction assumption)
= (n− 1)[[· · · [a1, a2], · · · ], an] + [[· · · [a1, a2], · · · ], an]
= n[[· · · [a1, a2], · · · ], an] . 
4 Proof of Theorem 2
Lemma 5.
a1 · · · âi · · · an − a1 · · · âi+1 · · · an
= (−1)i(· · · ((a1  (· · · (ai−1  (ai  ai+1)) · · · ))  ai+2) · · · )  an ,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Proof. It is easy to see that
a1 · · · âiai+1 − a1 · · · aiâi+1 = −â1a2 · · · ai+1 + a1 · · · âiai+1
+ â1a2 · · · ai+1 − a1 · · · aiâi+1
= −a1  a2 · · · âiai+1 + a1  a2 · · · âi+1
= −a1  (a2 · · · âiai+1 − a2 · · · âi+1) ,
and
âiai+1 · · · an − aiâi+1 · · · an = âiai+1 · · · an − ai · · · an−1ân − aiâi+1 · · · an
+ ai · · · an−1ân
= âiai+1 · · · an−1  an − aiâi+1 · · · an−1  an
= (âiai+1 · · · an−1 − aiâi+1 · · · an−1)  an .
Induction on n based on these relations ends the proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let f ∈ DiAs(X) and f =
∑n
i=1 λia1 · · · âi · · · an. If f ∈
D()(X), then it is easy to verify that
∑n
i=1 λi = 0.
Suppose that
∑n




λia1 · · · âi · · · an
= λ1(â1a2 · · · an − a1â2a3 · · · an)
+ (λ1 + λ2)(a1â2a3 · · · an − a1a2â3a4 · · · an)
+ . . .+ (λ1 + . . .+ λn−1)(a1 · · · an−2ân−1an − a1 · · · an−1ân)




(λ1 + . . .+ λi)(a1 · · · âi · · · an − a1 · · · âi+1 · · · an) .
By Lemma 5, a1 · · · âi · · · an− a1 · · · âi+1 · · · an ∈ D()(X). Hence f ∈ D()(X). 
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